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SUBJECT: eTranscript Update  
 
 Over the past year, an eTranscript committee has worked to review possible eTranscript 
vendors for send services. After thorough vetting, the committee recommended Parchment for 
send services and the Business Affairs Council agreed to authorize contract negotiations. The 
eTranscript Committee has discussed many details regarding implementation in recent months. 
The major issues that have been discussed include:  

 
1. Whether the system should employ one storefront or multiple storefronts? 
2. Who should manage the Parchment and Colleague transcript resolution queues (the 

place where transcript requests with errors are held until manually resolved as well as 
hard card requests)? 

3. Where paper transcript requests will be printed and fulfilled? 
 

During the course of these conversations, the assumption has always been that the 
Parchment system would be integrated with the SDBOR Colleague system. Through program 
integration, the majority of transcript requests would be fulfilled automatically creating greater 
efficiency. With this assumption, the best options for implementation appeared to utilize a single 
storefront. Additionally, due to the SDBOR’s single instance of Colleague, a central entity, 
Enrollment Services Center (ESC), would manage the Parchment and Colleague resolution 
queues as well as take a central role in printing hard copy transcripts requested through the 
Parchment storefront. 

 
However, as many on the eTranscript committee have further considered this 

recommendation, they have voiced concern about the central management of printed 
transcripts. Rather than a central office printing transcripts, they would prefer that transcripts 
continue to be printed on campus. They explain that limiting the possibility for producing 
fraudulent transcripts is their major intent (See Attachment I). Hearing these concerns, the 
project sponsor and chairs worked with Parchment to better understand how printing could 
remain on campuses. Parchment confirmed that the only way to keep printing on campuses was 
to disconnect the Colleague integration for the printed transcript requests since the integration of 
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Parchment and the SDBOR’s single instance of Colleague was the factor that limited the printing 
location to a central entity. This would also require multiple storefronts. 

 
The below summary describes three possible implementation approaches for your 

discussion and consideration: 
 
1. Option 1: Utilization of single storefront, which would require a central entity to 

handle the resolution queues and print transcripts requested on the storefront. This 
would require integration with Parchment and SDBOR Colleague. (Recommended by 
committee sponsor and project chairs.) 

2. Option 2: Utilization of multiple storefronts, which would require a central entity to 
handle the Colleague resolution queue as well as to manage the printing of hard copy 
transcripts requested through the Parchment storefronts. Campuses would be required 
to manage the Parchment resolution queue. This would involve integration with 
Parchment and SDBOR Colleague.  

3. Option 3: In order to keep the printing on-campus of hard copy transcripts ordered on 
the Parchment storefront, the integration of Parchment and Colleague would be 
disconnected for the print requests. Although this would still allow for automation of 
electronic print requests, this option would require campuses to manually print each 
transcript ordered through the Parchment storefronts.  Multiple storefronts would be 
utilized in this option.  

4. Option 4: In this scenario a student could request an electronic and/or printed 
transcript from one of the multiple Parchment storefronts. The electronic transcript 
would be fulfilled via automation, and each printed transcript would need to be 
manually processed by each campus. 

 
Although recognizing the committee’s sentiments, the project sponsor and others felt that 

creating two different methods for requesting transcripts based on the preference for electronic or 
printed transcripts was not be student friendly. Furthermore, the phased approach would not 
clean up the AR process; instead, it would require multiple ways to enter payment into 
Colleague. Additional background on each of these options can be found below as reference, but 
AAC representatives should be prepared to discuss the preferred option for their institution with 
a goal of identifying the preferred approach for the system.  Members are encouraged to consult 
with their institutional representatives on this committee to better understand the options that are 
available through the various platforms.   

 
One Storefront Versus Multiple Storefronts  

 
A storefront is an interface where students electronically order their transcript requests. 

Parchment has the ability to create six separate storefronts for each institution or to create one 
storefront that will represent all institutions. In either case, when integrated with Colleague, most 
of the requests will flow directly to the system’s single instance of Colleague to be automatically 
fulfilled. When a request cannot be automatically fulfilled due to a problem with matching the 
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student to a record in Colleague or because the student only has a legacy record (or hard card 
transcript), the request will be detained in one of two resolution queues for manual handling. The 
committee has had various conversations about the decision to employ single or multiple 
storefronts. At the time of these conversations, all assumed that both electronic and printed 
transcript requests would be automated through Colleague integration with Parchment. When 
assessed, three institutions voted for single storefront (BHSU, DSU, and SDSM&T) and three 
voted for multiple storefronts (NSU, SDSU, and USD).  

 
Those who prefer the single storefront note that: 

1. The single storefront is less confusing for University Center students and students 
who have taken courses from multiple institutions. (It was stated that there are 
many students who mistakenly believe they need to request a transcript from each 
institution that they’ve taken courses. A single storefront would negate that 
mistake.) 

2. Branding could include all six logos. 
3. SDePay has already demonstrated that a single place for system students to 

perform certain functions works successfully. 
4. Because each storefront is associated with a Parchment resolution queue, a single 

storefront would create only one resolution queue (rather than six separate 
Parchment resolution queues for the system). 

5. Because the type of requests that fall into the Parchment resolution queue are 
legacy requests, a single storefront would allow an umbrella entity (ESC) to work 
through/initiate legacy requests and fulfillment.  

o The argument is that campuses are already working with one another to 
verify whether or not there are multiple hard card records that need to be 
compiled to fulfill the request. They believe that including a central 
location in this process would not create a more confusing process. 

 
Those who prefer multiple storefronts (with automation) note that: 

1. The multiple storefronts would allow each institutions registrar’s offices to work 
through/initiate the resolution of the requests detained in the Parchment resolution 
queue. The requests that are anticipated to be delayed in the Parchment queue are 
the legacy requests.  

o The argument is that multiple storefronts would create a more efficient 
process in fulfilling these requests because this would decrease the amount 
of communication that would need to take place among a central location 
(likely ESC) and the institutions. 

2. Each institution could brand their storefront specific to that individual university. 
3. Multiple storefronts may give the registrar’s offices more information about 

students who requested their transcripts directly from the institutional storefront.  
 

An additional multiple storefronts option has surfaced that would allow printing at each 
university: 
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1. This option has not yet been discussed with the eTranscript committee.  
2. This option would allow each university to print transcripts on its campus. 

However, in order to do so, no integration between Parchment and Colleague 
would be established for printed transcript fulfillment and all transcripts would 
need to be printed manually. 

3. This option would not create the efficiencies that other options would and has the 
potential to create more work for a campus to maintain work queues on two 
different systems as well as to print transcripts.   

 
After considering all of the information available, the project chairs recommend that the 

system employ a single storefront with program integration. They believe that a single storefront 
would best serve students (1) because it decreases the opportunity for students to mistakenly 
request transcripts from every institution from which they took courses and (2) because 
information supplied by the requestor in the single Parchment storefront can be accessed by 
administrators at each campus. Access to the single Parchment queue would give each campus 
the information they would need to service a student who has a question or requires assistance.  

 
It should be noted that in addition to the concern that some committee members 

expressed regarding central printing of transcripts requested on the Parchment storefront, other 
concerns were noted. These concerns are outlined below along with answers provided by 
Parchment and committee leadership: 

 
1. With a single storefront, some campuses are concerned they wouldn’t have access 

to the information that is provided by the student who requested his/her transcript 
in Parchment.  

o A single Parchment resolution queue, although handled by a central 
location, could be viewed/accessed by each university’s registrar’s office 
giving them full access to the information provided by the student when 
requesting his or her transcript. 

o The single queue would provide more information than the queues on the 
multiple storefronts because it would be comprehensive to the system.  

2. Campuses want to know home institution of requestor/which campus location the 
request initiated from.  

o Although a single Parchment resolution queue would not track which 
university the student entered the Parchment storefront from, it could 
incorporate a “self-select” option that would require the student to identify 
his/her home institution as well as where he or she has taken classes. 

o It was determined that a report could be run in Colleague in order to track 
who has requested a transcript, his/her home university, and university of 
last degree. 
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Management of Parchment and Colleague Transcript Resolution Queues 
 
If a transcript request cannot be automatically fulfilled, the request will be held in a 

resolution queue. Depending on the type of error, the request will be detained in one of two 
places: 1) Parchment resolution queue or 2) Colleague resolution queue. Most common reasons 
requests get deferred to the resolution queues include the following:  

 
Colleague Resolution Queue 

• Colleague could not match/identify the requestor. 
a. This is most often caused because the requestor incorrectly entered his/her 

details. 
b. Because of the single instance of Colleague, one entity (likely ESC) will need 

to manually match these records. 
c. Option: the system can choose not to allow mismatched records to move into 

a resolution queue. In this case, the requestor would get notification that 
he/she could not be identified and would need to call the registrar’s office. 

 
There is only one Colleague resolution queue whether utilizing a single or multiple 
storefronts. When discussed, the committee agreed that this resolution queue would need 
to be managed by a central entity. Because the errors that fall under the Colleague 
resolution queue deal with identifying mismatches, the central entity will need to match 
the requestor’s identity to student ID by using Colleague’s recommendations for “most 
likely” matches as well as information supplied by the student on the Parchment 
storefront to make the manual match. In the case that more demographic information is 
needed to make identification, the Parchment storefront will be referenced. Because the 
central entity will use the Parchment storefront to help with the identification, a single 
storefront would be preferable since there would only be one queue to search rather than 
six separate queues. 
 
Parchment Resolution Queue 

• Legacy requests. 
a. The system can institute a flag that would be placed on requests that came 

from students who took courses before a particular time frame. The system 
would need to define the criteria that would raise the flag for legacy requests. 

b. These flagged requests would be held in the Parchment resolution queue for 
manual processing. They would never enter Colleague. 

c. Once hard card records were located, copied and scanned, Parchment has a 
drag and drop feature that would allow the system to fulfill these requests 
electronically if the requestor so desired. 

 
If the system proceeds with a single storefront, the Parchment resolution queue will also 
need to be managed by a central entity.  Because the Parchment resolution queue collects 
legacy requests, the central entity would work to fulfill these requests first by identifying 
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which schools the student indicated taking courses from. Then the central entity would 
email these institutions’ registrar’s offices to ask them to scan the requested legacy 
records into a workflow in ImageNow. Once all necessary information is provided by the 
institutions, all documents would be merged into one document and the central location 
would use Parchment’s drag and drop feature to fulfill the request. 

 
Parchment Resolution Queues, no print automation (keeps the printing of transcripts on-
campus) 

• Multiple storefront and no automation for printing. 
a. Requests for printed transcripts would stop in this queue and would not 

continue on to the Colleague queue.   
b. Each university would need to monitor its own Parchment work queue and 

manually print each transcript as needed. Once done, they would have to 
update the status in the Parchment queue to indicate that the action has been 
completed. 
 

Regarding holds, if the student logs in via WebAdvisor, the Parchment system will be 
able to detect whether or not a student has a hold on his/her account. If there is a hold, the 
student will not be able to place a transcript request. Therefore, these requests will never enter a 
resolution queue for manual handling.  
 
Management and Location of Printing Transcripts 
 

The committee has understood that there were three possible options for managing the 
requests for printed transcripts, these included (1) Parchment print, (2), central SD location print 
and (3) separate order site for printed transcripts.  After a conversation with Parchment on May 
1, 2015, a fourth option has been added.   

 
1. Parchment Print: A student would have the option to request a printed transcript on 

the Parchment storefront. If selected, Parchment would take responsibility for printing 
and fulfilling the request. This would cost the student $4.50 for domestic, standard 
postage; $25.00 for domestic, overnight delivery; and $40.00 for international 
delivery. 

2. Central SD Location Print: A student would have the option to request a printed 
transcript on the Parchment storefront. If selected, a central location (likely ESC) 
would take responsibility for printing and fulfilling the request. This would have to be 
done in a central SD location rather than at each campus because Colleague would 
have no way to split out the print requests by institution. 

3. Campus Print separate order site: In this scenario a student would not have the 
option to request a printed transcript on the Parchment storefront. Instead, the only 
option available on Parchment would include the request for eTranscript. In order to 
request a printed copy, the student would have to go to the campus’s website, 
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download a PDF request form, print it, fill it out, mail/fax/hand deliver it, and provide 
payment by check or cash to the registrar’s office. 

4. Campus Print multiple storefronts, no automation:  In this scenario a student 
could request an electronic and/or printed transcript from one of the multiple 
Parchment storefronts. The electronic transcript would be fulfilled via automation, 
and each printed transcript would need to be manually processed by each campus. 

 
The committee unanimously agreed that they did not want Parchment to print transcripts 

for their campuses. And considering the other options presented, they preferred a separate 
ordering methodology for printed transcripts. In other words, rather than offering students the 
option to order a paper copy transcript on the Parchment site, they preferred to provide separate 
directions for how to order a hard copy transcript. This option would be similar to how 
transcripts are ordered today. At the time, they explained that this would allow a phased 
approach to transition into the eTranscript offering, giving them time to work out any issues that 
would arise without upsetting the printing process. 

 
Note: Print services by Parchment or a central South Dakota location still allows 

campuses the ability to fulfill printed transcript requests on campus when students walk up to the 
registrar’s window. In addition to serving walk-up students, campuses will continue to provide 
hard card research and fulfillment as well as maintain responsibly for printing transcript requests 
for special groups such as teachers’ continuing education credits.   
 
Costs and Fee Structure 
 

The Business Affairs Council’s agreement to authorize contract negotiations with the 
eTranscript vendor Parchment also initiated necessary Ellucian customizations, which activated a 
one-time cost of roughly $22,500. This cost will be allocated evenly among the institutions. In 
addition, an annual Ellucian maintenance cost of roughly $5,175 will be charged and built into 
future transcript fees. 

 
Furthermore, Shelley Brunick, chair of the AR committee and eTranscript committee 

member, created a cost comparison detailing price points when employing Parchment versus 
ESC for printing locations. Using the information she provided and considering the revenues 
currently generated by registrar’s offices, a fee of $9.00 per transcript was proposed and 
approved by the Board of Regents at its March/April 2015 meeting.  

 
Other Updates 
 
 Anticipated implementation timing is being discussed. Registrar’s offices indicate that a 
mid-semester launch would be best because this would avoid the busiest times for transcript 
requests. Busiest times include the beginning and end of each semester. However, it was 
recognized that October 2015 might be a difficult time to implement because it overlaps with the 
Oracle migration and implementation.   
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April 10, 2015 
 
MEMORANDUM 
 
TO:  Members of AAC,  Molly Weisgram 
 
FROM:  University Registrars 
  Callies, Hallstrom, Kepford, Meeker, Thompson and Tiu 
 
RE:  Designation for off-campus production of printed transcripts 
 
As university registrars each of us is responsible for student records - producing these, updating these, providing 
these to students, employers, certification and licensing agencies, etc.  It is a responsibility each of us takes very 
seriously. 
 
Our participation in the eTranscripting project was with the intent of acquiring the capability to produce electronic 
transcripts in response to requests we receive. Off-site production of printed transcripts was not within the scope of 
this project. 
 
The consensus expectation of the Registrars is that production of printed transcripts should remain on the campuses 
as it is today.  This leaves the responsibility for the appropriate oversight and assurance of service our current and 
former students have come to expect with each of us as university registrars. 
 
We recognize that the campuses are at different points along the process of moving legacy records from hardcopy to 
imaged or electronic versions.  This variance is currently addressed by the strong working relationship that already 
exists between the campuses in accessing these legacy records and insuring the production of an accurate student 
transcript.  Moving this work to an off-site location stands to introduce errors and delays that are not experienced 
within our current working structure and processes. 
 
As we consider the impact of moving production of printed transcripts to a remote site we recognize the absolute 
and front-end need to ensure that appropriate oversight and supervision is planned for and required from the start.  
For example, if an individual university had developed a contractual agreement with a vendor to produce printed 
transcripts off campus this contract would be reviewed on an annual basis.  In addition the quality and timeliness of 
the services provided would be evaluated on an ongoing basis by the contact identified by the university responsible 
for these records. 
 
The proposal to move production of printed transcripts to ESC does not currently include this critical component for 
oversight, service evaluation or response metrics.  It does not include a system of accountability or review. This is of 
concern to each of us within our role on behalf of our universities and results in this memorandum to our Academic 
Vice Presidents and to our contacts within the SD Board of Regents staff. 
 
The need to ensure integrity of the transcript process is essential.  A system for ongoing review of the processes and 
procedures must be in place and put into practice.  Measures regarding response time to legitimate transcript 
requests, metrics regarding resolution for mismatched records and requests need to be developed and routinely 
reported in order to ensure that the level of service expected by students, employers, etc. is upheld.  As registrars we 
are not comfortable with the proposal for off-site production of printed transcripts. 
 
Thank you for your careful consideration of our concerns.  We stand ready to discuss this further. 
 
cc: Dr. Turman and Academic VPs 
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Molly:   
We apologize for seeming to raise our concerns late in the game.  We tend to be an agreeable lot, 
but have learned we need to be more vocal about our concerns. Please note that all of us are in 
favor of using Parchment.  It is essential that we offer an online transcript service for our 
students.  In this age of online shopping, students expect to be able to order and pay for 
transcripts online and to have them sent electronically as well.  We think Parchment will serve 
this need. 
 
Our concern is with the management of printed transcripts.  Please note that though we voted in 
favor of ESC doing printing, it was because the only choice offered was ESC or Parchment.  We 
were all opposed to having Parchment do the printing, so our vote was against using Parchment 
for printing of paper transcripts.  During that vote, at least 2 schools voiced their concerns.   Our 
concerns are based on our professional standards and best practices.  These dictate that we limit 
the offices that have access to our transcript security paper and limit offices that have capability 
of printing the transcript formats from datatel and “hard-card” records.  The intent is to limit the 
possibility for producing fraudulent transcripts. 
 
We are not convinced that there can only be one entry point and would appreciate review of that 
issue.  We felt that this was not examined fully.  Having individual entry points(one per 
university) would resolve all our concerns.   If there can only be one entry point, it is obvious 
that one person or office will need to manage the print request queue and in fact the “problem” 
queue.   It is very logical to have ESC take this on, as an unbiased representative of all the 
universities.  We are reluctant to open a transcript generating entity that is not immediately under 
the supervision of a registrar.  One suggestion would be to have a person at ESC serve as queue 
manager, but then research the home school of the requester and forward the request to that 
school.  The school would have access to “hard card” records, and is already equipped to 
generate and mail transcripts.  We think this option will protect the integrity of transcript 
production and allow the personal attention of the home university registrar’s office in dealing 
with our own students.  With the good communication between offices that is already in place, 
this should not significantly affect the time-frame of delivering the transcripts. 
 
Other solutions may be found, but we would appreciate more discussion about how to proceed 
with print and legacy transcripts requested through Parchment. 
 
Sincerely, 
Peggy Hallstrom, NSU Registrar 
on behalf of the Registrar Module 
 
 
 
 
From: Weisgram, Molly  
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 5:39 PM 
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To: Callies, Kathryn; Hallstrom, Peggy; Kepford, Joyce; Meeker, April; Thompson, Jennifer M; Tiu, Carla 
A. 
Cc: Shumaker, Timothy; Maley, Katie; Turman, Paul; Kramer, Monte; Hansen, Dave - RIS 
Subject: RE: Item for AAC agenda 
 
All, 
 
I wanted to thank you for your note expressing issues of concern regarding the designation for 
off-campus production of printed transcripts. We definitely agree that it is essential to ensure 
integrity of the transcript process. In your memo, you make a number of important points. Most 
importantly you voice the need for appropriate oversight and supervision of printed transcripts 
and a necessary system of accountability and evaluation. 
 
There have been many opportunities for discussion and debate throughout this process, and 
expression of your concerns would have been more timely and effective along the way. 
Recognizing that the registrars indicated a preference to keep print services on campus BUT 
understanding the limitation of doing so because of our one instance of Colleague, the 
eTranscript committee met on March 23 and indicated unanimous support for moving forward 
with centralized printing at ESC for the hard copy transcripts ordered through the Parchment 
website. Since that meeting we have signed a contract with Parchment and are moving forward 
with implementation. Nevertheless I appreciate your voicing the details that give you pause and 
that require further clarification. As outlined below, I understand that the first option (section 
highlighted in yellow) is where your concern resides. 
 
As our conversations delved into the details, we agreed on three ways to provide students access 
to official transcripts: 

1.       Online request service – gives students the ability to electrically order eTranscripts or hard-copy 
transcripts (and pay with credit card) 

2.       Downloadable order form – gives students the ability to print order form and return with 
cash/check (as currently offered) 

3.       In-person request – gives students the ability to order a transcript in-person at the Registrar’s 
office (as currently offered) 

 
We agree that a system for ongoing review of the processes and procedures must be in place and 
put into practice in order for this project to be successful. Please know ESC is very open to 
working collaboratively with registrars (and others as appropriate) to create the necessary 
processes to  effectively manage the responsibilities as well as ensure quality of service. With 
your help, the following will be developed: 

•       work flow process for fulfilling legacy records 
•       measures regarding response time to legitimate transcript requests 
•       metrics regarding timeliness for the resolution of mismatched records 
•       metrics regarding quality of service and expectations for routine reporting 
•       evaluation of efficiencies after the first year of operation 
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Please know that we will take your concerns to the next AAC meeting and if necessary a course 
of action will be undertaken by your campus leadership. 
 
Molly 
 
Molly Weisgram 
Executive Assistant to the CEO and Board  
System Director of Student Affairs 
 
South Dakota Board of Regents 
306 E. Capital Ave, Ste. 200 
Pierre, SD 57501 
(605) 773-3455 
 
 
 
From: Callies, Kathryn  
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 10:54 AM 
To: Turman, Paul; Weisgram, Molly 
Cc: Maley, Katie; Hallstrom, Peggy; Kepford, Joyce; Meeker, April; Thompson, Jennifer M; Tiu, Carla A. 
Subject: Item for AAC agenda 
 
I am forwarding this memo of concern representing input from each of us as SD BOR Registrars 
regarding off-site production of printed transcripts. 
As the memo indicates we are certainly available for any questions, follow-up conversation, etc. 
Thank you! 
 

Kathy Callies 
Dakota State University Registrar                          
820 N Washington Ave 
Madison, SD  57042 
Kathy.Callies@dsu.edu 
(605) 256-5143 
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